
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking for a data scientist, analytics. We
appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for
the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for data scientist, analytics

Supporting the business through ad-hoc queries, data manipulation, and
analysis
You advise stakeholders on how to best solve business questions, and
manage expectations with respect to data quality and availability, in
collaboration with the Principal Data Scientist and the Director HR Analytics
You are eager to be challenged on the quality of your work and love to learn
from others, you are also eager to share your knowledge and help others
improve their solutions
Management, curation, and analysis of multiple-source clinical data
Supporting day-to-day and tactical analytics needs of the operational teams
such as defining the SKU selection for Fresno based on Market Basket
Analysis predictive modeling and building advanced customer segmentation
by using clustering techniques and natural language processing of customer
call logs
Driving strategic efforts across the supply chain organization, leveraging
advanced analytics to optimize processes and procedures that lead to
improved revenue, device life cycle management through higher inventory
turns, working capital optimization and operations cost reduction
He/she is an individual contributor
Define key metrics to measure success of risk-prevention efforts
Conceptualize, create, and maintain dashboards to reveal operational
efficiency and decisioning quality
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Qualifications for data scientist, analytics

Programing in SAS or Matlab would be an asset
Ability to communicate complex ideas effectively – both verbally and in
writing – in English (required) & Polish (strong asset)
Working knowledge of visualizations tools, Tableau, MS Power BI, Shiny R
package, or Big Data ecosystem, Hadoop, Spark, would be an advantage
Previous experience in telecommuniction, banking, retail or manufacturing
industry would be an asset
Undergraduate degree in Maths, Statistics, Physics, Engineering required
0 - 4 years of professional experience in programming


